Optimized balance rehabilitation training strategy for the elderly through an evaluation of balance characteristics in response to dynamic motions
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Abstract: Balance is important in daily activities and essential for maintaining an independent lifestyle in the elderly. Recent studies have shown that balance rehabilitation training can improve the balance ability of the elderly, and diverse balance rehabilitation training equipment has been developed. However, there has been little research into optimized strategies for balance rehabilitation training. To provide an optimized strategy, we analyzed the balance characteristics of participants in response to the rotation of a base plate on multiple axes. Seven male adults with no musculoskeletal or nervous system-related diseases (age: 25.5±1.7 years; height: 173.9±6.4 cm; body mass: 71.3±26.5 kg; body mass index: 23.6±2.4 kg/m²) were selected to investigate the balance rehabilitation training using customized rehabilitation equipment. Rotation of the base plate of the equipment was controlled to induce dynamic rotation of participants in the anterior–posterior, right-diagonal, medial–lateral, and left-diagonal directions. We used a three-dimensional motion capture system employing infrared cameras and the Pedar Flexible Insoles System to characterize the major lower-extremity joint angles, center of body mass, and center of pressure. We found statistically significant differences between the changes in joint angles in the lower extremities in response to dynamic rotation of the participants (P<0.05). The maximum was greater with anterior–posterior and medial–lateral dynamic rotation than with that in other directions (P<0.05). However, there were no statistically significant differences in the frequency of center of body mass deviations from the base of support (P>0.05). These results indicate that optimizing rotation control of the base plate of balance rehabilitation training equipment to induce anterior–posterior and medial–lateral dynamic rotation preferentially can lead to effective balance training. Additional tests with varied speeds and ranges of angles of base plate rotation are expected to be useful as well as an analysis of the balance characteristics considering a balance index that reflects the muscle activity and cooperative characteristics.
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Introduction
Balance is important in daily activities and is known to be a requirement for maintaining an independent lifestyle in the elderly.¹ However, as aging progresses, the sensory and motor systems that are involved in the stability of postures and control of body directions decline, as does the strength of the major muscles required for maintaining balance, ultimately leading to a reduction in balance ability.² During the aging process, particularly from 30 to 70 years, maximum muscle strength declines by around 30%–50%,³ and the lower-extremity muscle strength declines by around 1%–4% each year from the age of 50 years.⁴ When balance is disrupted in the elderly, the decline in muscle strength makes it difficult to generate sufficient joint moment to achieve
balance recovery. In addition, a decline in balance ability is reported to decrease physical function and to increase the likelihood of falling. In the US, 2.2 million elderly patients received treatment for fall injuries in 2009, 19,000 of whom were reported to have died. The relevant medical costs were reported to be $23.3 billion in 2008, and it is predicted that this will increase to $55 billion dollars worldwide in 2020. It follows that falls are a socially important issue, and research into methods of preventing falls by improving muscle strength and balance ability is thereby warranted.

Various methods of analyzing balance characteristics have been reported as well as studies into balance rehabilitation training using a moving base plate. Ogaya et al and Martinez-Amat et al used balance training equipment with an unstable base plate to test the efficiency of balance rehabilitation training by evaluating the balance ability and the level of improvement in physical functions of elderly subjects. Maeda et al reported balance rehabilitation training equipment whereby anterior-posterior (AP) and medial-lateral (ML) dynamic rotation could be induced by randomly controlling the order of the motion of the base plate, which could rotate on the transverse and sagittal axes. Tsai et al reported the use of balance rehabilitation training equipment that could create sudden perturbations, inducing the AP dynamic rotation via constant sequential control of a base plate that could rotate on the transverse and sagittal axes. The authors of these two studies demonstrated the potential of such training equipment to improve balance ability; however, balance training that involves an unstable base plate has the potential to provide random rotation according to the intent of the user. Because of this, there are limitations in terms of the control of rotation of the base plate required to maximize the improvement in balance ability. Furthermore, when the base plate is rotated in a specific axis, only AP or ML dynamic rotation was considered in the investigations of balance ability and muscle strength. Hence, there is scope to optimize the rotation control of the base plate to maximize the improvements in balance ability. Cadore et al and Halvarsson et al reported that optimized balance training programs in which the intensity, frequency, and direction are organized strategically are expected to provide efficient improvements of balance ability.

As a pilot study to provide an optimized strategy for control of the base plate of balance rehabilitation training equipment, we analyzed balance characteristics in response to changes in the rotation of the base plate and derived a basic strategy for optimizing the possibility of improvement of balance ability in the elderly. It was conducted based on the hypothesis that human balance characteristics generally respond differently to the rotation of the base plate, resulting in an optimized combination of rotations, which may generate a maximum effect of balance rehabilitation training.

Materials and methods
Participants
Seven male adults aged 25.5±1.7 years, with an average height of 173.9±6.4 cm, average body mass of 71.3±6.5 kg, and average body mass index of 23.6±2.4 kg/m², and with no musculoskeletal or nervous system-related diseases were selected for the study. The risks of the tests were fully explained to the participants and the tests were conducted after receiving signed consent forms. The experimental procedures and the selection of the participants were approved by the Sejong University Institutional Review Board (IRB No SJU-2015-002).

Experiment configuration and procedure
Figure 1 shows the balance rehabilitation training equipment, which was customized to induce dynamic rotation of participants. This equipment was designed to allow controlled rotation of the base plate within a range of ±15° via six links that were connected to the base plate area, which could move ±0.1 m in the vertical direction. The equipment was customized so that rotation of the base plate could be controlled in random directions to identify optimal strategies for balance rehabilitation training through analysis of balance characteristics related to the dynamic rotation of the participants, representing motions that commonly occur during various daily activities. The base plate was rotated on the transverse, right-diagonal (RD), sagittal, and left-diagonal (LD) axes to induce AP, RD, ML, and LD dynamic rotation, respectively, as shown in Figure 2. The maximum range of the rotation was ±9° (for safety) and the participants were allowed to perform dynamic rotation within their ability to maintain their balance. The tests were repeated five times for each movement, and three times per participant to minimize measurement errors. To minimize the effects of fatigue, the participants were given 10-minute breaks between tests.

Analyses of dynamic rotation and balance characteristics
To quantify the dynamic rotation of the participants depending on the rotation of the base plate, we used a three-dimensional (3D) motion capture system with eight infrared cameras (T-10s; VICON Motion System Ltd., Oxford, UK; sampling rate: 100 Hz), as shown in Figure 3. Based on the
information describing the dynamic rotation of participants obtained using the 3D motion capture system, changes in the trajectory and velocity of the center of body mass (COM) as well as changes in the major lower-extremity joint angles (ie, the ankle joint, knee joint, and hip joint) were analyzed and evaluated using Nexus software (VICON Motion System Ltd.).

The Pedar Flexible Insoles System (Novel GmbH, Munich, Germany; sampling rate: 100 Hz) was used to measure the center of pressure (COP), and the base of support (BOS) was established. To analyze balance characteristics, changes in the trajectory of the COM were projected onto the BOS to determine the balance indices of the participant. Balance indices were defined using the maximum deviation,
which describes the maximum displacement of the projected COM relative to the BOS, as well as the deviation frequency, which describes the frequency of deviation of the projected COM from the BOS in these deviations.

Statistical analysis
To characterize the significance of differences in changes in major joint angles and balance characteristics depending on the dynamic rotation characteristics of the participants, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed with Scheffe’s post hoc analysis using the SPSS software package (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). Statistical significance was considered as \( P < 0.05 \).

Results
Changes in the major lower-extremity joint angles in response to dynamic rotation
Figure 4 shows the changes in the major lower-extremity joint angles depending on the dynamic rotation of the participants. Where dynamic rotation was induced by rotation of the base plate, we confirmed that the changes that were induced in the lower-extremity joint angles overall differed significantly with the type of dynamic rotation \( (P < 0.05) \). With AP dynamic rotation, relatively large changes in dorsiflexion–plantar flexion occurred in the ankle joint \( (22.7^\circ \pm 5.2^\circ) \); with ML dynamic rotation, relatively large changes in external–internal rotation occurred in the hip joint \( (22.3^\circ \pm 6.6^\circ) \) \( (P < 0.05) \). With LD and RD dynamic rotation, relatively large changes occurred in flexion–extension of the knee joint \( (LD \text{ dynamic rotation: } 18.4^\circ \pm 6.4^\circ; \text{ RD dynamic rotation: } 20.7^\circ \pm 8.1^\circ) \) \( (P < 0.05) \).

Balance characteristics in response to dynamic rotation
Figure 5 shows the results of the balance characteristics of the participants depending on the rotation of the base plate. The maximum deviations with AP and ML dynamic rotation were larger than those with RD and LD dynamic rotation \( (AP \text{ dynamic rotation: } 60.4^\circ \pm 15.6^\circ; \text{ RD dynamic rotation: } 35.6^\circ \pm 9.9^\circ; \text{ ML dynamic rotation: } 58.6^\circ \pm 13.5^\circ; \text{ LD dynamic rotation: } 14.9^\circ \pm 6.0^\circ) \) \( (P < 0.05) \). However, the deviation frequency was similar for all directions; that is, 27.7\%\pm8.5\% for AP dynamic rotation, 28.6\%\pm20.3\% for RD dynamic rotation, 23.0\%\pm10.9\% for ML dynamic rotation, and 31.4\%\pm20.8\% for LD dynamic rotation, and there was no significant difference among the types of dynamic rotation \( (P > 0.05) \). Therefore, although there was no difference in the deviation frequency of the COM from the BOS for each type of dynamic rotation, larger deviations were induced with AP and ML dynamic rotation. In addition, the velocities of COMs did not differ significantly with the type of dynamic rotation \( (AP \text{ dynamic rotation: } 3.0 \pm 1.6 \text{ cm/s}; \text{ RD dynamic rotation: } 3.2 \pm 0.7 \text{ cm/s}; \text{ ML dynamic rotation: } 3.5 \pm 0.8 \text{ cm/s}; \text{ LD dynamic rotation: } 3.9 \pm 0.9 \text{ cm/s}) \) \( (P > 0.05) \).

Discussion
Balance indices based on changes in the COM or COP have been used to analyze balance characteristics from a biomechanical perspective.\(^{11,17,18}\) However, to provide a
more accurate analysis of balance characteristics, various balance indices may be combined. Hur et al\textsuperscript{19} proposed a balance index that combined the COM and COP, and Clark et al\textsuperscript{17} reported and evaluated a balance index that incorporated dynamic weight bearing asymmetry assessment (for both feet) and the trajectory velocity of the COP. Hof et al\textsuperscript{20} reported a relation between the BOS and the COM projected onto the BOS and used a balance index to analyze balance characteristics during standing.

Here, we established two balance indices that were considered the most suitable for our test environment and based on that used by Hof et al.\textsuperscript{20} In general, maintaining balance is defined as maintaining the projected trajectory of the COM within the BOS. Hence, a balance index considering a combination of BOS and COM is likely to provide reliable information for an analysis of balance characteristics. The BOS is an important factor in the maintenance of postures while standing and has been reported to be correlated with posture maintenance.\textsuperscript{21} Furthermore, the COM has been reported to be directly associated with the characteristic motion of the upper body, which is involved in maintaining balance when perturbations occur in response to an unstable base plate.\textsuperscript{18} We established a balance index that reflects both the trajectory of the COM and the size of the BOS to obtain

![Figure 4 Variations in the joint angles of the lower extremities in response to rotation of the base plate of the balance rehabilitation training equipment.](https://www.dovepress.com/)

**Notes:** The hip joint (A), the knee joint (B), and the ankle joint (C). *Statistical significance (P<0.05).

**Abbreviations:** AP, anterior–posterior; RD, right-diagonal; ML, medial–lateral; LD, left-diagonal.
an accurate assessment of balance characteristics during dynamic rotation.

Depending on the balance characteristics, the COM trajectory deviated from the BOS with maximum displacement in response to AP and ML dynamic rotation. Particularly with AP dynamic rotation, the range of ankle joint angles (which is involved in maintaining the balance of the human body) was shown to be larger for extension and flexion compared with other joints. Maeda et al reported that the range of ankle joint angles was larger in the rotation of a base plate on the transverse axis than the sagittal axis, which is consistent with the results of this work. Furthermore, with AP dynamic rotation, the ankle joint is critical in maintaining a standing posture, providing stability to the body. Thus, AP dynamic rotation is expected to increase the range of joint angles of the ankle as well as improve the strength of related muscles. These results suggest that triggering such a rotation of the base plate on the transverse axis induces greater AP dynamic rotation of the user and ultimately promotes more efficient balance training.

With ML dynamic rotation, the COM deviated significantly from the BOS, and the range of hip joint angles was larger for both internal and external rotation than for other joints. Horak et al reported that the hip joint is important in maintaining balance in the elderly. Therefore, inducing ML dynamic rotation during balance training in the elderly may increase the range of motion of the hip joint. This is likely to be effective in improving balance ability in the elderly. However, because the feet are placed in parallel, it has been reported that the size of the user’s BOS appears to be smaller in ML dynamic rotation than in AP dynamic rotation, and thus maintaining balance is more difficult in ML dynamic rotation. For these reasons, if motion that can increase the size of the user’s BOS is supplemented during balance training (including ML dynamic rotation) we may expect efficient improvements in balance ability.

As the extent of deviation of the COM from the BOS increases, the likelihood of falling increases. In situations where balance is lost, a feedback mechanism that allows the COM to return to the BOS is rapidly activated by the nervous and musculoskeletal systems to recover balance. It follows that repeatedly providing the allowable maximum rotation to the user without the risk of falling is likely to stimulate the nervous and musculoskeletal systems, inducing effective balance rehabilitation training. Therefore, because AP and ML dynamic rotation generated larger deviation of the COM and larger changes in joint angles, they are more likely to induce effective balance rehabilitation compared with other types of dynamic rotation. In other words, optimized rotation control of the base plate of balance rehabilitation training equipment triggering various types of dynamic rotation (especially AP and ML dynamic rotation) is expected to be effective in improving balance ability in the elderly. However, the participants in our study were healthy young adults. If the results of this study are to be applied to balance rehabilitation training of the elderly, or those with impaired balance ability such as hemiplegic patients, it should be taken into account that these patients have a different level of response to external perturbations provided by a base plate. However, because of the decline in balance-maintaining function and muscle strength as aging progresses, providing balance rehabilitation training with moderate intensity and frequency, as well as
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**Figure 5** Results of balance characteristics in response to rotation of the base plate.

*Notes:* The maximum deviation (A) and the deviation frequency (B). *Statistical significance (P<0.05).*

**Abbreviations:** AP, anterior–posterior; RD, right-diagonal; ML, medial–lateral; LD, left-diagonal.
as gradually increasing the intensity of the perturbation to improve balance, is expected to be an important aspect of effective training.

In this study, we analyzed the balance characteristics of users via various types of rotation of the base plate and described a control strategy for optimizing the improvement of balance ability. Owing to difficulties in recruitment, we used a relatively small number of participants, and the tests were performed using a base plate that rotated within a limited range of angles and at constant speed to minimize the effects of the user’s balance characteristics. Furthermore, muscle activity and cooperative muscle characteristics are required to maintain balance and affect the trajectory of the COM and COP, which suggests that the level of muscle development may affect balance characteristics. It follows that both muscle activity and cooperative muscle characteristics should be considered. As part of future work, additional studies to compensate for such limitations are planned, to allow for a more accurate analysis of balance characteristics. This is expected to lead to more reliable optimization of the control strategy for the rotation of the base plate of balance rehabilitation training equipment.

Conclusion

The results of our investigation show that optimized control of the rotation of the base plate of balance rehabilitation training equipment can be used to induce AP and ML dynamic rotation to improve balance ability in the elderly. To find a better optimized strategy for controlling the rotation of the base plate, reinforced tests should be carried out in the near future to investigate factors that affect a user’s balance characteristics, especially variation in the range of rotation angles of the base plate and the speed of the rotation. Furthermore, an analysis of the balance characteristics using a balance index that reflects muscle activity and cooperative muscle characteristics is warranted.
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